Cybersecurity is Not Just About Having the Right Technology and Processes

It's about your employees. If they have poor awareness and show low compliance, your organization could be at risk of a breach.

The Solution
Protiviti’s **Security Awareness Series** provides a collection of 5–minute engaging and interactive training video modules on a range of hot issues. They will provide your employees with what they need to know and most importantly, what they need to do in order to keep data and devices secure and to help prevent breaches. It’s fast and effective awareness training employees can take on their own; no lectures, no classrooms. And they’re mobile, too. Load these modules to your LMS or distribute independently.

The Facts
Cybersecurity breaches and cyberwarfare incidents achieved a new level of intensity during the past year, a disquieting trend that has been documented extensively in the press. You can help employees recognize risky behavior and prevent attacks.

The Strategy
In addition to having standards and practices in place, companies must turn to educating their employees. Employee education and awareness, in tandem with strong technical security controls such as anti–virus, anti–spyware and web filtering technology, will help clarify how to use technology to achieve the expected results while also reducing the likelihood that these risks will impact your business.

The Credentials
Protiviti has earned a solid reputation in Cybersecurity Services. All of the content of the **Security Awareness Series** has been veted by Protiviti’s team of seasoned Information Technology experts. The learning design has been developed by Protiviti’s Communications and Learning Solutions team, a creative group that has earned a Horizon award for a data security campaign.

Topics featured include:
- Data Security
- Password Control Policy
- Social Networking
- Portable Device Security
- Spear Phishing
- Secure Physical Access
- Updating Security Patches
- Ransomware
- Encryption
- Vishing
- Physical Social Engineering
- Wireless Security
- Data Privacy
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